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Mens et Manus

Coils and Magnets

October 6, 2020

Electronic Circuits in Technology-Enabled Devices

Electronics inside an electric fan motor.

Electronics inside a Tesla Model 3 Motor.

Using a Microprocessor in a Simple Electronic Device

We started with a crash course in circuits.
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Using a Microprocessor in a Simple Electronic Device

Next was a crash course in microprocessors.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

Today we will use the same microprocessor to control magnetic

force/motion.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

We will use a coil of wire to generate a magnetic field.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

The magnetic field produced by a coil is similar to that produced by

a permanent magnet.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

The magnetic field produced by a coil causes an electromagnet to

attract the south pole of an adjacent magnet.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

... or repel the north pole of an adjacent magnet.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

The magnetic force generated by an electromagnet can be controlled

electronically. It can repel a permanent magnet as shown here.
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Using a Microprocessor to Control Magnets

... or it can attract that same permanent magnet.
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Controlling the Electromagnets

We will use the same electronic switches to control electromagnets

that we previously used to control LEDs.

These switches are organized in pairs – e.g., coilA+ and coilA–.

Each pair is called an H-bridge and is used to control one coil.
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By opening and closing four switches, one can set the voltage across

a coil to be +V , −V , or zero.
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Controlling an H-Bridge

The circuit board provides screw connectors for coil leads.

Right connector:

screw 5:

screw 6:

screw 7:

screw 8:

H-bridge A

H-bridge A

H-bridge B

H-bridge B

(+ connector)

(– connector)

(+ connector)

(– connector)

V M

X1H

X1L

X2H

X2L

CW
IN1: H; IN2: L

V M

X1H

X1L

X2H

X2L

OFF
IN1: L; IN2: L

V M

X1H

X1L

X2H

X2L

CCW
IN1: L; IN2: H

Set IN1=LOW and IN2=LOW to turn coil voltage off.

Set IN1=HIGH and IN2=LOW to apply +5V to coil(s).

Set IN1=LOW and IN2=HIGH to apply –5V to coil(s).

Left connector provides two more H-bridges.

Magnetic Forces and Motion

We will use the coil fields to generate forces on permanent magnets.

Our 1/4” neodymium magnets are surprisingly powerful and can be

dangerous. Read the safety precautions shipped with the kit.

These safety precautions are linked in today’s lab description:

• Keep magnets away from children and pets.

– swallowing hazard, may be serious

• Strong magnetic fields can affect medical devices

– keep away from pacemakers and other implanted devices

• These magnets can demagnetize magnetic media

– keep away from credit cards, wallets, laptops, ...

Using Rare-Earth Magnets

Your magnets were shipped to you on a steel plate. This plate

reduces the attraction of the magnets to external objects. Store

your magnets on this steel plate when not in use.

Neodymium is brittle: the magnets shatter when broken.

Avoid the use of metal tools to manipulate our magnets, since the

magnets are easily broken with pliers and/or screwdrivers. Even

though they are powerful, our magnets can generally be separated

from each other with your fingers.

Wear eye protection when manipulating the magnets.

Today’s Project

Build a mechanical version of the Simon game.

The mechanical version is based on a clanker: an electromechanical

device that can be electronically controlled to rise or fall.

Build four clankers and implement the Simon game with clankers

instead of LEDs.

[Demo]

Breakout Groups

We will divide up now to work in small groups on this week’s project.

See more details under the week 6 lab tab of our website:

http://mit.edu/6.a01

Homework: Let us know how we can improve this seminar by com-

pleting the survey at the bottom of the lab 6 tab.

There’s no seminar next week. Tuesday will be a virtual Monday

because of the holiday (Indigenous Peoples Day).


